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Meet Market Demands? Whether planted for home or commercial purposes, the success

of your orchard must be based on the SELLING VALUE of the fruit it produces.

Will your orchard, when fruiting, return you a profit large enough to justify the time,

labor, money and thought you have invested in it?

If you have planted trees grown on whole roots it will;-an- here are some of the
reasons: The propagation of the trees that I am selling is under the supervision of men

who have made the subject a life study; men known throughout the country for (heir

ability in these lines, and who are considered authority.
My trees are grown in a locality which, on account of climatic and soil conditions, is

best adapted to their most perfect development.

OUR TREES
And true to label. Buyers of nursery stock are fast learning to investigate the standing
of men with whom they deal. The nursery trade of the country is fast growing to a high-

er plane;-unreliabl- e tree men are being eliminated; all for the betterment and permanency
of the business, Our trees are grown on .whole roots; when you buy trees don't accept
any other kind.

I am receiving a car load of the best nursery stock that skill and experience can pro-

duce. I am in the nursery business for all time and expect to prosper in the future as I
have in the past by pleasing my customers at all times. I have in stock and for sale, viz:

Pears
BARTLETT
HOWELL
COMICE
AN.TOU

and
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Call at my office in Warner, Wq
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Peaches
EARLY ELBERTA
LATE ELBERTA

MUIR

CRAWFORD
PRUNE APRICOT, Formerly Bake

GENUINE

Apples
NEWTOWN

SPITZENBURG
and other

Select Varieties
ORNAMENTAL TREES
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